


The contents of this book were carefully researched.
However, readers should always consult a qualified medical
specialist for individual advice before adopting any new
exercise plan. This book should not be used as an
alternative to seeking specialist medical advice.

All information is supplied without liability. Neither the
author nor the publisher will be liable for possible
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Chapter 1

5K-10K: THE MOST POPULAR
DISTANCES
• Runners and walkers are enrolling in 5Ks and 10Ks in

record numbers
• This book is designed to support runners and walkers in

5K and 10K events, with information for faster times, if
desired

• Beginners can identify with a 3- to 6-mile goal
• The training does not have to interrupt a busy lifestyle
• Experienced runners use these distances as speed tests

for longer events
• The 5K and 10K races are usually easy to find in most

communities
• Those who have a plan for training and racing, have a

better time (finish sooner and have more fun)

Gathering together before and during a road race brings us
back to our roots. Experts explain that before ancient man
developed tools, survival was based upon distance running
and walking. Through continual migrations (thousands of
foot-miles a year) our ancestors gathered food and escaped
predators. Millions of years of adapting to these long treks
produced muscles, tendons, bones, energy systems, and
cardiovascular capacity to cover extremely long distances. A
series of psychological rewards also developed, which we



enjoy today when we run and walk at the correct pace for a
prolonged distance.
Just as the primary goal of the ancient migration was to
reach the destination, finishing your first 5K or 10K brings
an unexpected sense of satisfaction and accomplishment.
Since many local charities use these distances to raise
funds, you get three major reward systems during one
event: The satisfaction of improving fitness, achieving a
goal, while helping a non-profit organization in your
community.
As beginners push back their physical barriers, they often
learn more about their physical and psychological
capabilities than in other life experiences. The simple “to
finish” program in this book has an almost zero failure rate
when done in supervised programs. But even beginners
have days when the ego pushes them beyond current
performance capabilities. On these workouts, most are
surprised to find much more inner strength than expected.
But even when mistakes are made during a 5K/10K
program, the consequences are usually easy to repair, as
valuable lessons are learned.
Veterans will find in this book a series of highly successful
training programs, based upon time goals. You’ll be
introduced to various training components that will make
the journey more interesting. Be careful if you’re a veteran
doing speed workouts: most of the injuries occur during
these sessions. It is always best to be conservative.
Inside, you’ll find a series of ways to enjoy walks, slow runs
and faster workouts. As you overcome challenges, you’ll
expand your capacity to deal with other challenges in life.
Endurance training blends body, mind and spirit into a



team, producing a unique sense of achievement, with a
positive attitude.
This book offers a series of tools which can give you control
over your fitness, your attitude, your endurance, your
fatigue, your aches/pains, and your vitality. By using the
system that pulls them together, you become the captain of
an injury-free ship—steering toward positive experiences.
The information in this book is passed from one runner to
another. The advice comes from more than 50 years of
running, and having been the “coach” to more than 500,000
runners through my e-coaching, running schools, retreats,
books, and individual consultations. None of the suggestions
inside are offered as medical advice. To get help in this area,
see a doctor or appropriate medical expert.
I salute all who put themselves to a realistic challenge. If
you haven’t done this before, you have one of life’s great
rewards waiting for you; you have much more strength
inside than you envisioned.





Chapter 2

SETTING GOALS AND PRIORITIES
By focusing on a few key elements, you have the
opportunity to take control over the enjoyment of the
endurance experience. If you’re preparing for your first 5K
or 10K event, I recommend that you choose the “to finish”
schedule, and run/walk slower on every exercise session
than you could go on that day. Be sure to read carefully the
“run-walk-run” chapter. This method will lower the chance of
aches, pains, and injuries.
Success on your first race is very important—and everyone
can be successful. Even after the 20th or 100th race, you’re
more likely to remember the details of your first one. Your
mission, therefore, should be to weave the training sessions
and the race itself, to produce a series of good memories.
The three behaviors will increase motivation for future
training and racing.

TOP 3 GOALS FOR FIRST TIME 5K/10K
RUNNERS
1. Finish in the upright position
2. Have a smile on your face
3. Want to do it again

RUNNING ENJOYMENT



Find a way to enjoy parts of every run/walk—even the speed
training (if you are a time goal runner). Most of your
runs/walks should be….mostly enjoyable. Insert a few
social/scenic/mentally refreshing workouts. Your desire to
exercise will be enhanced by scheduling these fun sessions
first—at least one every week.

STAYING INJURY FREE
When injured runners review their journal, they often
discover the causes of aches and pains. Make a list of past
problems, and repeated challenges. After reading the injury
section of this book, make the needed adjustments. Most
runners I’ve worked with have found that the conservative
training program adjustments in this book will reduce the
“down days” to almost nothing.

AVOIDING OVERUSE OR BURNOUT
All of us receive the warning signs of overtraining.
Unfortunately, we often ignore these or don’t know what
they are. Your training journal can track the aches, pains,
loss of desire, unusual fatigue that lingers, etc. Spending a
few minutes a day with your journal can help you gain
control over your exercise future.

BECOMING THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR SHIP
When you balance stress and rest, endurance exercise
bestows a sense of satisfaction and achievement that is
unsurpassed. Intuitively, we know that this is good for us,
mentally and physically. When we decide to use the
monitoring tools in this book we take a major amount of



control over fatigue, injuries, energy level, and enjoyment of
physical activity.

WHEN TO SET A TIME GOAL
Wait until you have run at least one race before you attempt
a time goal. I strongly recommend that veteran runners say
well within their capabilities on their first attempt at each
distance. Once the first one has been finished there is an
interesting world of challenges in training for a time goal.
Many veterans (myself included) decide to stay within
current capabilities, using the “to finish” schedule to
prepare for most races. This increases the chance that every
race will be a positive experience.
I commend each person who decides to take on an
endurance challenge. Almost everyone who makes it to the
finish line will tap into a mysterious and complex source of
inner strength: the human spirit. Enjoy the journey!





Chapter 3

IMPORTANT HEALTH INFORMATION

MEDICAL CHECK
Check with your doctor’s office before you start a strenuous
training program. Keep the doctor informed of
cardiovascular system irregularities, other health warning
signs, or aches and pains that could be injuries. At first, just
tell your physician or head nurse how much running/walking
you plan to be doing over the next year. Almost every
person will be given the green light. If your doctor
recommends against your plans, ask why.
Since there are so few people who cannot train even for
strenuous goals (if they use a liberal run-walk-run formula), I
suggest that you get a second opinion if your doctor tells
you not to walk or run. Many health experts have said that if
exercise were a medication, it would be the most heavily
prescribed in history. The best medical advisor is one who
wants you to get the type of physical activity that engages
you—unless there are significant reasons not to do so.

Note: The information in this book is offered as
advice from one runner to another, and is not
meant to be medical advice. Having a
doctor/advisor will not only help you through
some problems more quickly, but contact with
a responsive and supportive medical advisor



will improve confidence and motivation, while
reducing anxiety.

RISKS:
HEART DISEASE, LUNG INFECTIONS,
SPEEDWORK INJURIES
Running tends to bestow a protective effect from
cardiovascular disease. But more runners die of heart
disease than any other cause, and are susceptible to the
same risk factors as sedentary people. Like most other
citizens, runners at risk usually don’t know that they are.
Runners and walkers can significantly reduce the chance of
an incident by submitting to a few tests and taking
appropriate action.
This short section is offered as a guide to help you take
charge over your cardiovascular health to maintain a high
level of fitness in the most important organ for longevity,
and quality of life. As always, you need to get advice about
your individual situation from a doctor who knows you, is
familiar with the effects of exercise and the cardiovascular
system.

Risk Factors
Get checked if you have two of these—or one that is serious
• Family history
• Poor lifestyle habits earlier in life (alcohol, drugs, poor

diet, etc.)
• High fat/high cholesterol diet
• Have smoked—or still smoke
• Obese or severely overweight



• High blood pressure
• High cholesterol

Tests
• Stress test—heart is monitored during a run/strenuous

walk which gradually increases in difficulty
• Cholesterol
• C reactive protein—has been an indicator of increased risk
• Heart scan—an electronic scan of the heart which shows

calcification, and possible narrowing of arteries
• Radioactive dye test—very effective in locating specific

blockages. Talk to your doctor about this.
• Carotid ultrasound test—helps to tell if you’re at risk for

stroke
• Ankle-brachial test—can detect plaque buildup in arteries

throughout the body
None of these are foolproof. But by working with your
cardiologist, you can increase your chance of living until the
muscles just won‘t propel you further down the road—
maybe beyond the age of 100.

SHOULD I RUN WHEN I HAVE A COLD?
There are so many individual health issues with a cold that
you must talk with a doctor before you exercise when you
have an infection. You will usually be given clearance over
the phone.
Lung infection—don’t run! A virus in the lungs can move
into the heart and kill you. Lung infections are usually



indicated by coughing.
Common cold? There are many infections that initially
indicate a normal cold but are not—they may be much more
serious. At least call your doctor’s office to get clearance
before running. Be sure to explain how much you are
running/walking, and what, if any medication you are taking.
Infections of the throat and above the neck—Most
runners will be given the OK, but check with the doctor.

RISK OF SPEED
There is an increased risk of both injuries and cardiovascular
events during speed sessions. Be sure to get your doctor’s
(usually phone) approval before beginning a speed program.
The advice inside this book is generally conservative, but
when in doubt, take more rest, more days off, and run
slower. In other words…be more conservative.





Chapter 4

PRACTICAL INFORMATION: SHOES
AND OTHER EQUIPMENT
In our increasingly complex world, running and walking offer
an island of tranquility. Simplicity helps: Try to run from your
house or office, using public streets or pedestrian walkways,
wearing ordinary clothing. You don’t need to join a country
club or invest in expensive exercise equipment. While
running/walking with another person can be motivating,
most exercisers enjoy going alone, on most of their
workouts. It helps, however, to have a “support team” as
you go through the training (exercise companions, doctors,
running shoe experts). You’ll probably meet these folks
through the “exercisers grapevine”.

CONVENIENCE
Those who have a running course (park, etc.) near their
home and office, are more likely to do the workouts on the
schedule—when you need to do them.

SHOES: THE PRIMARY INVESTMENT–USUALLY
LESS THAN $100 AND MORE THAN $69
Most runners decide, wisely, to spend a little more time
when choosing a good running shoe. After all, shoes are the
only real equipment needed. When the design of the shoe



matches the function and shape of your feet, running is
easier. You’ll also reduce blisters, foot fatigue and injuries.
Shoe shopping can be confusing. The best advice….is to get
the best advice. The staff at a good running store can cut
the time required and can usually lead you to a much better
shoe choice than you would find yourself.

BUY THE TRAINING SHOE FIRST
Go to the running store in your area with the most
experienced staff. First you’ll need a pair for long runs and
easy running days. Veterans may want to get a racing shoe
(or lightweight training shoe) later. Bring along your most
worn pair of shoes (any shoes), and a pair of running shoes
that has worked well for you. Wait until you are several
weeks into your training before you decide to get a racing
shoe if you feel you need one.

WHO NEEDS A RACING SHOE?
In most cases, racing shoes only bestow a small
improvement: a few seconds per mile. If this is what you
need for your time goal, consider the racing models. Racing
shoes tend to experience a breakdown in the mid-sole
material earlier, and simply don’t last as long as training
shoes. Some of the very light models will compress during
the latter stages of a 10K. Heavier runners will break the
shoes down more quickly. After several weeks of use, if you
feel that your training shoes are too heavy or “clunky” on
faster runs, veterans can look at some lighter models. Most
runners choose light weight training shoes because they last
longer than racing shoes. After you have broken them in,
you can use the lighter shoes during speed sessions and
races.



A WATCH
There are a lot of good, inexpensive watches which will give
you accurate times during speed workouts and races. Any
watch that has a stopwatch function will do the job. Be sure
to ask the staff person in the store how to use the
stopwatch function. A few watches can make walk breaks
easier by “beeping” after each running segment and then
again after the walking segment. Of course, if you want to
invest a little more, there are always more hi-tech
smartwatches.
For more information on current watches that do this, go to
www.RunInjuryFree.com.

CLOTHING: COMFORT ABOVE ALL
The “clothing thermometer” at the end of this book is a
great guide. In the summer, you want to wear light, cool
clothing. During cold weather, layering is the best strategy,
and microfiber garments offer comfort and warmth.
But you don’t have to have the latest techno-garments to
run. On most days an old pair of shorts and a T-shirt are
fine. As you get into the various components of your plan,
you will find outfits that make you feel better and motivate
you to get in your run even on bad weather days. It is also
OK to give yourself a fashionable outfit as a “reward” for
running/walking regularly for several weeks.

A TRAINING JOURNAL
By using your journal to plan ahead (and then later, to
review success and mistakes), you assume a major degree
of control over your exercise future. You’ll find it reinforcing
to write down what you did each day, and miss that

http://www.runinjuryfree.com/

